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stimulate thinking
about the rapid and
vast geopolitical
changes
characterizing the
world today and
possible global
trajectories over
the next 15 years.
As with the NIC's
previous Global
Trends reports, we
do not seek to
predict the future,
which would be an
impossible feat,
but instead provide
a framework for

thinking about
possible futures
and their
implications. Indepth research,
detailed modeling
and a variety of
analytical tools
drawn from public,
private and
academic sources
were employed in
the production of
Global Trends 2030.
NIC leadership
engaged with
experts in nearly
20 countries, from

think tanks, banks,
government offices
and business
groups, to solicit
reviews of the
report.
Global Trends 2030 John Wiley
& Sons
Economists broadly define
financial asset price bubbles as
episodes in which prices rise with
notable rapidity and depart from
historically established asset
valuation multiples and
relationships. Financial
economists have for decades
attempted to study and interpret
bubbles through the prisms of
rational expectations, efficient
markets, and equilibrium,
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arbitrage, and capital asset pricing profoundly relevant history of established from the late
models, but they have not made interest from one of the
Middle Ages onwards,
much if any progress toward a
world’s leading financial
denunciations of interest
consistent and reliable theory that
writers, The Price of Time
were tempered because
explains how and why bubbles
interest was a necessary
(and crashes) evolve and can also explains our current global
financial position and how
reward for lenders to part
be defined, measured, and
compared. This book develops a we got here In the beginning with their capital. And
new and different approach that is was the loan, and the loan
interest performs many other
based on the central notion that
carried interest. For at least vital functions: it encourages
bubbles and crashes reflect urgent
five millennia people have
people to save; enables them
short-side rationing, which means
that, as such extreme conditions been borrowing and lending to place a value on precious
at interest. The practice
assets, such as houses and all
unfold, considerations of
quantities owned or not owned
wasn’t always popular—in themanner of financial
begin to displace considerations of ancient world, usury was
securities; and allows us to
price.

Global Financial Stability
Report Grove Press
A comprehensive and

generally viewed as
exploitative, a potential path
to debt bondage and slavery.
Yet as capitalism became

price risk. All economic and
financial activities take place
across time. Interest is often
described as the “price of
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money,” but it is better called
the “price of time:” time is
scarce, time has value,
interest is the time value of
money. Over the first two
decades of the twenty-first
century, interest rates have
sunk lower than ever before.
Easy money after the global
financial crisis in 2007/2008
has produced several ill
effects, including the
appearance of multiple asset
price bubbles, a reduction in
productivity growth,
discouraging savings and
exacerbating inequality, and
forcing yield starved

investors to take on excessive return, and what can be done to
risk. The financial world now stop it This is not your father's
finds itself caught between a financial system. Jimmy Stewart,
the trustworthy, honest banker in
rock and a hard place, and
the movie, It's a Wonderful Life,
Edward Chancellor is here to
is dead. And so is his small-town
tell us why. In this enriching
bank, Bailey Savings & Loan.
volume, Chancellor explores Instead, we're watching It's a
the history of interest and its Horrible Mess with Wall Street
essential function in
(aka the Vegas Strip) playing
determining how capital is
ever larger craps with our
allocated and priced.
economy and our tax dollars.
The Financial Crisis and the
Free Market Cure: Why Pure
Capitalism is the World
Economy's Only Hope Simon
and Schuster
Discover how the global
financial plague is poised to

This book, written by one of the
world's most respected
economist, describes in lively,
humorous, simple, but also
deadly serious terms the big con
underlying the big game?the web
of interconnected financial,
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political, and regulatory
Jimmy Stewart Is Dead will
malfeasance that culminated in fundamentally change the way
financial meltdown and brought you think about the economy,
us to our economic knees. But it financial markets, and the
also proposes an amazingly
government.
simply solution?Limited Purpose Financial Market Bubbles
Banking to make Wall Street safe and Crashes, Second
for Main Street. This book, as
Edition GRIN Verlag
well as the financial fix described This book discusses
within it, have received rave
contemporary banking
reviews from a veritable who's
and monetary policy
who of policymakers and
economics, plus five economics issues from the
perspective of the
Nobel Laureates Written by a
leading economist whose insights Austrian School of
Economics. Based on the
on this topic are unparalleled
heritage of the Austrian
Outlines the first and only
school, leading scholars
proposal to fundamentally fix
our financial disaster for good
and practitioners offer a

coherent diagnosis and
analysis of the factors
leading to Europe’s
current financial crisis. The
first part of the book
discusses Ludwig von
Mises’s and Friedrich
August von Hayek’s ideas
on banking and monetary
policy from both historical
and economic standpoints.
It includes contributions on
Austrian monetary
dynamics and microfoundational business
cycle theory, von Mises’s
concepts of liquidity and
solvency of fractional-
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much if any progress toward
reserve banks, and
Paranoia.
Portfolio Design Springer a consistent and reliable
liberalism of Austrian
theory that explains how and
Nature
economics. The second
Economists broadly define why bubbles (and crashes)
part analyzes the
financial asset price bubbles evolve and are defined,
measures taken by the
as episodes in which prices measured, and compared.
European Central Bank
This book develops a new
rise with notable rapidity
(ECB) in light of the ideas
and depart from historically and different approach that
of von Mises and Hayek. It
established asset valuation is based on the central
includes contributions on multiples and relationships. notion that bubbles and
non-neutrality of money, Financial economists have crashes reflect urgent shortECB monetary policy, and for decades attempted to
side rationing, which means
the future of the ECB. The study and interpret bubbles that, as such extreme
third and final part
conditions unfold,
through the prisms of
considerations of quantities
presents discussions on rational expectations,
owned or not owned begin to
efficient markets,
monetary reforms,
including contributions on equilibrium, arbitrage, and displace considerations of
Bitcoins, Cryptocurrencies capital asset pricing models, price.
Europe's Century of
but they have not made
and anti-deflationist
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Crises Under Dollar
Hegemony United Nations
This publication covers
global megatrends for the
next 20 years and how they
will affect the United States.
This is the fifth installment in
the National Intelligence
Council's series aimed at
providing a framework for
thinking about possible
futures and their
implications. The report is
intended to stimulate
strategic thinking about the
rapid and vast geopolitical
changes characterizing the
world today and possible
global trajectories during the

next 15-20 years by
potential trajectories for the
identifying critical trends and US role in the international
potential discontinuities. The system and the possible the
authors distinguish between impact on future
megatrends, those factors
international relations. Table
that will likely occur under
of Contents: Introduction 1
any scenario, and gameMegatrends 6 Individual
changers, critical variables Empowerment 8 Poverty
whose trajectories are far
Reduction 8 An Expanding
less certain. NIC 2012-001. Global Middle Class 8
Several innovations are
Education and the Gender
included in Global Trends
Gap 10 Role of
2030, including: a review of Communications
the four previous Global
Technologies 11 Improving
Trends reports, input from
Health 11 A MORE
academic and other experts CONFLICTED
around the world, coverage IDEOLOGICAL
of disruptive technologies,
LANDSCAPE 12 Diffusion of
and a chapter on the
Power 15 THE RISE AND
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FALL OF COUNTRIES: NOT Powers 43 A Multipolar
Instability 70 The Middle
THE SAME OLD STORY 17 Global Economy: Inherently East: At a Tipping Point 70
THE LIMITS OF HARD
More Fragile? 46 The
South Asia: Shocks on the
POWER IN THE WORLD
Governance Gap 48
Horizon 75 East Asia:
OF 2030 18 Demographic
Governance Starts at Home: Multiple Strategic Futures 76
Patterns 20 Widespread
Risks and Opportunities 48 Europe: Transforming Itself
Aging 20 Shrinking Number INCREASED FOCUS ON
78 Sub-Saharan Africa:
of Youthful Countries 22 A EQUALITY AND
Turning a Corner by 2030?
New Age of Migration 23
OPENNESS 53 NEW
79 Latin America: More
The World as Urban 26
GOVERNMENTAL FORMS Prosperous but Inherently
Growing Food, Water, and 54 A New Regional Order? Fragile 81 The Impact of
Energy Nexus 30 Food,
55 Global Multilateral
New Technologies 83
Water, and Climate 30 A
Cooperation 55 The
Information Technologies 83
Brighter Energy Outlook 34 Potential for Increased
AUTOMATION AND
Game-Changers 38 The
Conflict 59 INTRASTATE
MANUFACTURING
Crisis-Prone Global
CONFLICT: CONTINUED
TECHNOLOGIES 87
Economy 40 The Plight of
DECLINE 59 Interstate
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the West 40 Crunch Time
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Wider Scope of Regional
Role of the United States 98
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Steady US Role 98 Multiple culturally over the next few
Potential Scenarios for the decades. Keywords: Global
United States' Global Role Trends 2030 Alternative
101 Alternative Worlds 107 Worlds, global trends 2030,
Stalled Engines 110
Global Trends series,
FUSION 116 Gini-out-of-the- National Intelligence
Bottle 122 Nonstate World Council, global trajectories,
128 Acknowledgements 134 global megatrends,
GT2030 Blog References
geopolitics, geopolitical
137 Audience: Appropriate changes
for anyone, from businesses The New Science of Asset
to banks, government
Allocation Springer
agencies to start-ups, the
A feasible asset allocation
technology sector to the
framework for the post 2008
teaching sector, and more. financial world Asset
This publication helps
allocation has long been a
anticipate where the world cornerstone of prudent
will be: socially, politically,
investment management;
technologically, and
however, traditional

allocation plans failed
investors miserably in 2008.
Asset allocation still remains
an essential part of the
investment arena, and
through a new approach,
you'll discover how to make
it work. In The New Science
of Asset Allocation, authors
Thomas Schneeweis, Garry
Crowder, and Hossein
Kazemi first explore the
myths that plague this field
then quickly move on to
examine how the practice of
asset allocation has failed in
recent years. They then
propose new allocation
models that employ liquidity,
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transparency, and real risk approach to a financial world York to modern Mumbai. In a
narrative spanning century,
controls across multiple
that continues to change.
Leverage John Wiley & Sons Krishnan shows how
asset classes. Outlines a
The definitive social history of superstition and folk-remedies,
new approach to asset
made way for scientific
tuberculosis, from its origins
allocation in a post-2008
understanding of TB, such that
as a haunting mystery to its
world, where risk seems
it was controlled and cured in
hidden The "great manager" modern reemergence that now
threatens populations around the West. The cure was never
problem is examined with
available to black and brown
the world. It killed novelist
solutions on how to capture
nations. And the tuberculosis
George Orwell, Eleanor
manager alpha while limiting Roosevelt, and millions of
bacillus showed a remarkable
downside risk A complete
ability to adapt – so that at the
others – rich and poor.
case study is presented that Desmond Tutu, Amitabh
very moment it could have
been extinguished as a threat
allocates for beta and alpha Bachchan, and Nelson
Written by an experienced Mandela survived it, just. For to humanity, it found a way
back, aided by authoritarian
team of industry leaders and centuries, tuberculosis has
academic experts, The New ravaged cities and plagued the government, toxic kindness of
philanthropists, science
Science of Asset Allocation human body. In Phantom
Plague, Vidya Krishnan, traces denialism and medical
explains how you can
the history of tuberculosis from apartheid. Krishnan’s original
effectively apply this
the slums of 19th-century New reporting paints a granular
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portrait of the post-antibiotic era entire financial industry? Can solution. The national
as a new, aggressive, drug
we lower unemployment rates bestselling The Financial Crisis
resistant strain of TB takes
by controlling the free market? and the Free Market Cure
over. Phantom Plague is an
The answer is NO. Not only is reveals: Why regulation is bad
urgent, riveting and fascinating free market capitalism good for for the market—and for the
narrative that deftly exposes
the economy, says industry
world What we can do to
the weakest links in our battle expert John Allison, it is our
promote a healthy free market
against this ancient foe.
only hope for recovery. As the How we can help end
Jimmy Stewart Is Dead John nation’s longest-serving CEO unemployment in America The
Wiley & Sons
of a top-25 financial institution, truth about TARP and the
The #1 Wall Street Journal
Allison has had a unique inside bailouts How Washington can
Bestseller “Required reading. . view of the events leading up help Wall Street build a better
. . Shows how our economic
to the financial crisis. He has future for everyone With
crisis was a failure, not of the seen the direct effect of
shrewd insight, alarming
free market, but of
government incentives on the insider details, and practical
government.” —Charles Koch, real estate market. He has
advice for today’s leaders, this
Chairman and CEO, Koch
seen how government
electrifying analysis is nothing
Industries, Inc. Did Wall Street regulations only make matters less than a call to arms for a
cause the mess we are in?
worse. And now, in this
nation on the brink. You’ll
Should Washington place
controversial wake-up call of a learn how government
stronger regulations on the
book, he has given us a
incentives helped blow up the
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real estate bubble to
How the wealthy and powerful essentials like food and fuel.
unsustainable proportions, how abuse finance to skim
History is littered with the
financial tools such as
immense profits Debasement collapse of monetary and
derivatives have been wrongly of the dollar as a result of illeconomic systems from Rome
blamed for the crash, and how use of leverage is destroying to Germany to Zimbabwe.
Congress fails to understand it the global economy, and in
Presents an inside look at how
should not try to control the
Leverage, well known market moneyed and powerful
market—and then completely commentator Karl Denninger interests debase the dollar
mismanages it when it tries. In follows the path of money
through the willful and
the end, you’ll understand why throughout history to prove that intentional failure to honestly
it’s so important to put “free”
currencies are debased when represent short and long-term
back in free market. It’s time
moneyed and powerful
mathematical truths that
for America to accept the truth: interests pull the levers of
underlie all economic systems
the government can’t fix the
government and policy to
Shows how, if imbalances are
economy because the
enrich themselves at the
not corrected, financial crises
government wrecked the
expense of the masses. The
will reoccur again and again
economy. This book gives us result is ugly: the value of
Authored by Karl Denninger,
the tools, the inspiration—and everything—including gold—falls,
who has been running the
the cure.
and even personal safety is at popular website The Market
Famous First Bubbles John
risk in a world where there is
Ticker since 2007
Wiley & Sons
limited money even for
Islamic Monetary
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Economics Chelsea Green
Publishing
During the Global Financial
Crisis in 2008, our financial
infrastructure failed.
Governments bailed out the
very institutions that let the
economy down. This
episode spurred a serious
rethink of our financial
system. Does it make any
sense that it takes two days
to settle a stock
transaction? Why do
retailers, operating on razor
thin margins, have to pay
3% for every customer
credit card swipe? Why
does it take two days to

transfer money from a bank the reader with a clear
account to a brokerage—or assessment of the problems
any other company? Why
with the current financial
are savings rates miniscule system and how DeFi solves
or negative? Why is it so
many of these problems.
difficult for entrepreneurs to The essence of DeFi is that
get financing at traditional
we interact with peers—there
banks? In DeFi and the
is no brick and mortar and all
Future of Finance, Campbell of the associated costs.
R. Harvey, Ashwin
Savings and lending are
Ramachandran and Joey
reinvented. Trading takes
Santoro, introduce the new place with algorithms far reworld of Decentralized
moved from traditional
Finance. The book argues brokerages. The book
that the current financial
conducts a deep dive on
landscape is ripe for dissome of the most innovative
ruption and we are seeing, in protocols such as Uniswap
real time, the reinvention of and Compound. Many of the
finance. The authors provide companies featured in the
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book you might not have
you to become part of the
the latest global financial
heard of—however, you will indisruption – not the target of crisis—the extent to which it
the future. As with any new the disruption.
has become a political
technology, there are a
Ruling Capital United
instrument used to
myriad of risks and the
Nations
centralize power,
authors carefully catalogue Like the proverbial fish
concentrate wealth, and
these risks and assess
who doesn’t know what
subvert popular
which ones can be
water is, we swim in an
government. On top of
successfully mitigated.
economy built on money that, the economic growth
Ideally suited for people
that few of us
imperative inherent in the
working in any part of the
present global monetary
finance industry as well as comprehend, and, most
definitely,
what
we
don’t
system is a main driver of
financial policy makers, DeFi
know is hurting us. Very
global warming and other
and the Future of Finance
few
people
realize
that
the
gives readers a vision of the
environmental crises. The
nature
of
money
has
future. The world of finance
End of Money and the
changed profoundly over Future of Civilization
will fundamentally be
changed over the coming
the past three centuries, demystifies the subjects of
decade. The book enables or—as has been clear with money, banking, and
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finance by tracing historical regional, national, and
approaches would
landmarks and important global financial systems. empower communities,
evolutionary shifts that
He offers strategies for
preserve democratic
have changed the
their implementation and institutions, and begin to
essential nature of money. outlines actions grassroots build economies that are
Greco’s masterful work
organizations, businesses, sustainable, democratic,
lays out the problems and and governments will need and insulated from the
then looks to the future for to take to achieve
financial crises that plague
a next stage in money’s
success. Ultimately, The the dominant monetary
evolution that can liberate End of Money and the
system.
Freezing Order Springer
us as individuals and
Future of Civilization
On the seventy-fifth
communities from the
provides the necessary
anniversary of the United
current grip of centralized understanding— for
Nations, the world has faced
and politicized money
entrepreneurs, activists,
its biggest shared test since
power. Greco provides
and civic leaders—to
the Second World War in
specific design proposals implement approaches
the coronavirus disease
and exchange-system
toward monetary
(COVID-19) pandemic. Yet
architectures for local,
liberation. These
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while our welfare, and indeed by a new global deal to betterSeven hundred years
the permanence of human protect the global commons earlier, the Justinian
life, depend on us working and deliver global public
Plague destroyed the
together, international
goods. Through a deepening Byzantine Empire and
cooperation has never been of solidarity—at the national ushered in the Middle
harder to achieve. This
level, between generations,
Ages. The plague of
report answers a call from
and in the multilateral
London in the seventeenth
UN Member States to
system—Our Common
century killed more than
provide recommendations to Agenda provides a path
advance our common
forward to a greener, safer 1,000 people a day. In the
early twentieth century,
agenda and to respond to
and better future.
current and future
Financial Market Bubbles plague again swept Asia,
taking the lives of 12
challenges. Its proposals are and Crashes Currency
million in India alone. Even
grounded in a renewal of the Plague is a terrifying
social contract, adapted to mystery. In the Middle
more frightening is what it
the challenges of this
could do to us in the near
Ages, it wiped out 40
century, taking into account
future. Before the collapse
million people -- 40
younger and future
of the Soviet Union,
percent of the total
generations, complemented
Russian scientists created

population in Europe.
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genetically altered,
American and Soviet
insects as carriers? Why
antibiotic-resistant and
plague experts, Orent
are some strains more
vaccine-resistant strains of offers nothing less than a virulent than others? Orent
plague that can bypass
biography of a disease.
reveals the key differences
the human immune
Plague helped bring down among rat-based, prairie
system and spread directly the Roman Empire and
dog-based, and marmotfrom person to person.
close the Middle Ages; it based plague. The
These weaponized strains has had a dramatic impact marmots of Central Asia,
still exist, and they could on our history, yet we still in particular, have long
be replicated in almost any do not fully understand its been hosts to the most
laboratory. Wendy Orent's own evolution. Orent's
virulent and frightening
Plague pieces together a retelling of the four great form of the disease, a form
fascinating and terrifying pandemics makes for
that can travel around the
historical whodunit.
gripping reading and
world in the blink of an
Drawing on the latest
solves many puzzles. Why eye. From its ability to hide
research in labs around
did some pandemics jump out in the wild, only to
the world, along with
from person to person,
spring back into humanity
extensive interviews with while others relied on
with a terrifying
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human. Artificial intelligence is
vengeance, to its elusive World-renowned economist
Klaus
Schwab,
Founder
and
already all around us, from
capacity to develop
supercomputers, drones and
suddenly greater virulence Executive Chairman of the
World Economic Forum,
virtual assistants to 3D printing,
and transmissibility,
explains that we have an
DNA sequencing, smart
plague is a protean
opportunity to shape the fourth thermostats, wearable sensors
nightmare. To make
industrial revolution, which will and microchips smaller than a
fundamentally alter how we live grain of sand. But this is just
matters worse, Orent's
and work. Schwab argues that the beginning: nanomaterials
disturbing revelations
this revolution is different in
200 times stronger than steel
about the former Soviet
scale, scope and complexity
and a million times thinner than
bioweapon programs
from any that have come
a strand of hair and the first
suggest that the nightmare before. Characterized by a
transplant of a 3D printed liver
may not be over. Plague is range of new technologies that are already in development.
are fusing the physical, digital Imagine “smart factories” in
chilling reading at the
and biological worlds, the
which global systems of manudawn of a new age of
developments are affecting all facturing are coordinated
bioterrorism.
The Case Against 2 Per Cent
Inflation Open Road +
Grove/Atlantic

disciplines, economies,
industries and governments,
and even challenging ideas
about what it means to be

virtually, or implantable mobile
phones made of biosynthetic
materials. The fourth industrial
revolution, says Schwab, is
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more significant, and its
developing new frameworks
ramifications more profound,
that advance progress.
than in any prior period of
The White Plague John Wiley
human history. He outlines the & Sons
key technologies driving this
Originally published in 1987,
revolution and discusses the
The Flight of International
major impacts expected on
Capital provides a fascinating
government, business, civil
comprehensive analysis of the
society and individuals.
history of international money
Schwab also offers bold ideas movements. Taking 1931 as
on how to harness these
the turning point between oldchanges and shape a better
style and modern methods of
future—one in which technologyconducting monetary affairs,
empowers people rather than the book relates currency
replaces them; progress
shifts and investment trends to
serves society rather than
political events. He deals with
disrupts it; and in which
five eras in the history of
innovators respect moral and international capital; the
ethical boundaries rather than unsettled post-crash period
cross them. We all have the
1931-1936; the flight of capital
opportunity to contribute to
to the US before World War II;

the dollar and Swiss Franc’s
time as the only ‘hard monies’
till the late fifties; the
emergence of the mark-dollar
axis before 1971; and finally,
the behaviour of floating
currencies.

Islamic Economics as
Mesoscience McGraw Hill
Professional
Portfolio Design –
choosing the right mix of
assets appropriate to a
particular investor – is the
key to successful
investing. It can help you
accumulate wealth over
time, while cushioning the
blow of possible economic
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downturns. But in order to Management Consultants stocks and bonds as well
successfully achieve this Association’s prestigious as alternative assets such
goal, you need to be
Matthew R. McArthur
as hedge funds, private
familiar with all of the
Award, will guide you
equity, real estate, and
major asset classes that through the major
commodities. So it should
go into modern portfolios decisions that need to be appeal to all sophisticated
and learn how much they made when designing a
advisors whether or not
add to portfolio
portfolio and will put you in they are trying to qualify
diversification. Thoughtful the best position to
for one of the major
asset allocation provides balance the risk-reward
investment designations.
discipline to the
relationship that is part of In fact, the book is
investment process and
this endeavor. Portfolio
designed to be read by
gives you the best chance Design is to be read by
any advisor who is as
of building and
investment advisors. The fascinated as Marston by
safeguarding wealth.
book is rich in information the investment process.
The Money Problem MIT
Wharton Professor
about individual asset
Press
Richard C. Marston, 2014 classes, including both
An encyclopedia designed
recipient of the Investment traditional assets like
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especially to meet the needs of
elementary, junior high, and
senior high school students.

Phantom Plague Springer
Nature
When his wife and children
are killed by a terrorist bomb
in Dublin, a renegade IrishAmerican molecular
biologist who calls himself
the Madman unleashes a
genetically carried plague
that threatens all life on
Earth. Reprint. 20,000 first
printing.
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